DRUM, FABRIC, COLLAPSIBLE, LIQUID FUEL, 500 GALLON

TAMCN: B05707BA  I.D: 04486B  NSN: 8110-00-965-2313

Functional Description
The Collapsible Coated Fabric Fuel Drum is a durable, non-vented, hermetically sealed, collapsible coated fabric container used to store and transport aviation turbine fuels, gasoline, and other bulk petroleum products with a 500 gallon storage capacity. It is cylindrical when filled to capacity.

Technical Description

Information
Manufacturer: Multiple Vendors
Model: M23119-1

Shipping Dimensions
Length (in): 80.0
Width (in): 42.0
Height (in): 15.0
Weight (lbs): 270.0
Square (ft²)/Cube (ft³): 23.3/29.2

Operating Dimensions
Length (in): 80.0
Width (in): 50.0
Height (in): 48.0
Weight (lbs): 3,745.0
Square (ft²)/Cube (ft³): 27.8/111.1

Associated TAMCNs: B11357B, Helicopter Expedient Refueling Systems (HERS)

Transportability: Treat as cargo.

NOTE: TAMCN B27302E, Towing and Lifting Yoke is used to tow or lift the drum.